
 

 

SC Solutions, Inc. Acquired by SI Solutions  

January 4, 2024 

 

SI Solutions, a leading provider of mission-critical engineering, construction, testing, and maintenance 

services to the energy, process, and infrastructure markets is pleased to announce that, effective January 4, 

2024, it has acquired SC Solutions, a respected provider of innovative engineering solutions for the advanced 

process controls and structural engineering industries. 

 

Mark W. Marano, President and CEO of SI Solutions, stated: “Adding SC Solutions to our existing platform will 
bolster our Critical Infrastructure division, enhancing our ability to serve clients’ needs through new technical 
capabilities and expanded engineering offerings. SC Solutions’ highly respected process controls division will 

add a new market segment and a third reputable brand under the SI Solutions umbrella, diversifying our 

service offerings worldwide.” 

 

Greg Loy, Chairman and co-founder of SC Solutions noted, “I’m proud of our team for the business we’ve 
built over the years; this is the next step in the company’s evolution. The additional investment from new 
ownership will allow us to further develop the products and services our clients have come to rely upon.” 

 

Chris Martin, Managing Director of Jumana Capital and Chairman of SI Solutions, remarked, “The addition of 
SC Solutions to our family of brands grows the strength and capabilities of SI Solutions to meet the growing 

need for asset management, regulatory compliance, maintenance and upgrades within nuclear power, power 

services, process industries, pipeline integrity, critical structures, and controls engineering sectors in the 

United States and abroad. We are excited about the future for SI Solutions as we continue to build toward an 

extraordinary future.” 

 

SI Solutions, a privately held company, is a leading provider of mission-critical engineering, construction, 

testing, and maintenance services to the energy, process, and infrastructure markets. SI Solutions has over 

500 employees and ten offices serving customers across the U.S. and internationally. SI’s capabilities span 
multiple technical disciplines, with a focus on specialized engineering, instrumentation, electrical design and 

construction, and advanced nondestructive examination. 

 

Founded in 1987, SC Solutions has served its clients in Silicon Valley and beyond, expanding to Sacramento, 

CA, Portland, OR, and Atlanta, GA.  SC Solutions, Inc. (SC), based in Sunnyvale, CA, specializes in structural 

engineering and advanced process controls. SC’s structural division has over 35 years of experience with 
numerical analysis of complex infrastructure assets, including those subjected to extreme loads and events 

such as earthquakes, dynamic impact, thermal shock, construction transients, and soil-structure-fluid 

interaction effects. SC’s controls engineering team has extensive experience in control design, modeling of 
physical systems, real-time software, signal processing, optimization, system identification, and fault 

diagnostics for the semiconductor, advanced materials manufacturing, energy, infrastructure, and defense 

industries. 

 

Link to original press release: 

https://www.scsolutions.com/sc-solutions-acquired-by-si-solutions/  
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